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Disclaimer 
This	  document	  is	  confiden/al	  and	  may	  not	  be	  reproduced	  or	  redistributed	  without	  the	  prior	  wri7en	  consent	  of	  New	  Vernon	  Wealth	  
Management	  LLC	  (NV-‐WM).	  
	  	  
Neither	  the	  informa/on	  nor	  any	  opinion	  expressed	  in	  this	  document	  cons/tutes	  an	  offer	  by	  NV-‐WM	  to	  buy	  or	  sell	  any	  securi/es	  or	  
financial	  instruments,	  or	  to	  provide	  any	  personalized	  investment	  advice	  or	  service.	  The	  services,	  securi/es	  and	  financial	  instruments	  
described	  in	  this	  document	  may	  not	  be	  suitable	  for	  you,	  and	  not	  all	  strategies	  are	  appropriate	  at	  all	  /mes.	  	  Opinions	  expressed	  are	  
only	  our	  current	  opinions	  or	  our	  opinions	  on	  the	  posted	  date.	  The	  opinions	  expressed	  in	  this	  document	  do	  not	  involve	  the	  rendering	  of	  
personalized	  investment	  advice,	  and	  are	  limited	  to	  the	  dissemina/on	  of	  informa/on	  on	  sectors,	  industries,	  markets,	  companies,	  
products	  and	  services.	  Any	  security	  noted	  in	  the	  presenta/on	  is	  not,	  and	  should	  not	  be	  construed	  as	  a	  recommenda/on	  or	  ra/ng	  for	  
the	  reader	  to	  buy,	  sell,	  or	  hold	  the	  security.	  	  	  
	  	  
Past	  performance	  is	  not	  a	  guarantee	  or	  a	  reliable	  indicator	  of	  future	  results.	  All	  investments	  contain	  risk	  and	  may	  lose	  value.	  
Therefore,	  no	  current	  or	  prospec/ve	  client	  should	  assume	  that	  future	  performance	  of	  any	  specific	  investment,	  investment	  strategy	  or	  
product	  made	  reference	  to	  directly	  or	  indirectly,	  will	  be	  profitable	  or	  equal	  past	  performance.	  Different	  types	  of	  investments	  involve	  
varying	  degrees	  of	  risk,	  and	  there	  can	  be	  no	  assurances	  that	  any	  specific	  investment	  will	  either	  be	  suitable	  or	  profitable	  for	  a	  
par/cular	  client’s	  investment	  porPolio.	  Investors	  should	  consult	  their	  investment	  professional	  prior	  to	  making	  any	  investment	  
decision	  based	  on	  the	  informa/on	  provided	  herein.	  
	  	  
This	  material	  contains	  the	  opinions	  of	  NV-‐WM	  and	  such	  opinions	  are	  subject	  to	  change	  without	  no/ce.	  This	  material	  has	  been	  
distributed	  for	  informa/onal	  purposes	  only	  and	  should	  not	  be	  considered	  as	  personalized	  investment	  advice	  or	  a	  recommenda/on	  of	  
any	  par/cular	  security,	  strategy	  or	  investment	  product.	  Informa/on	  contained	  herein	  has	  been	  obtained	  from	  sources	  believed	  to	  be	  
reliable,	  but	  cannot	  be	  guaranteed.	  	  
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Executive Summary 
  A consolidated, restructured airline industry provides a positive backdrop 

for historically unprofitable carriers to operate profitably 
  Recent developments - such as reduced jet fuel prices, capacity rationalization, increased 

fuel efficiency - have reduced airlines’ costs 

  Demand for air travel is rising with the improved economy - especially in the lucrative 
business travel segment 

  Ancillary fees (for baggage, flight changes etc.) have added a new high margin revenue 
stream  

  With consolidation and capacity reductions airlines have increased pricing power 

  Among the restructured domestic airline carriers, our research and 
analysis indicates United offers the potential for superior returns 
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Unprofitable Industry Finally Consolidates & Restructures 

4 

  Since deregulation in 1978 airline stocks have generally been poor investments  
  US airline industry has in aggregate lost over $60 billion since deregulation 

  ere have been 41 bankruptcies, 11 close calls and multiple mergers since 9/11 

  Recent airline mega-mergers have finally consolidated the industry  
  Today 4 airlines hold 85% of US market share  

  ese restructured airlines have cleaned up their balance sheets, optimized capacity, reduced costs 
and added new revenue streams 

  New developments - such as US energy surge have reduced jet fuel prices, while new planes are 
more fuel efficient 
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Restructuring Airline Balance Sheets 

  Example: Delta Bankruptcy 2005-2007 
  Filed for protection in 2005, emerged in 

2007 a stronger, leaner, more profitable 
company 

  Non-union workers' salaries were reduced 
by a minimum of 9% across the board, 
with a 15% reduction for executive 
officers and a 25% paycut for CEO 

Delta	  Airlines	   2005	   2007	  

Total	  Assets	   $20B	   $32B	  

Pension	  Liab	   $5B	   $3.5B	  

Total	  Liab	   $24B	   $20B	  

LT	  Debt	   $10B	   $8B	  

#	  of	  Employees	   70,000	   55,000	  

Source:	  Bloomberg,	  Delta.com	  

  By filing for Chapter 11 protection, airlines have historically: 
  Devised a new business plan to pay off creditors 

  Had bankruptcy judges impose new contracts—and new wage cuts—on unions 

  Transferred pension obligations to Federal government 

  Eliminated certain debts altogether 
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e New Airline Profit Plan 

Capacity	  measured	  by	  number	  of	  
seats	  (since	  	  Q1’07)	  

  Reduced capacity means fewer empty seats 
  Since 2007, airlines have cut 27million seats, reducing 

capacity by 12%, while demand (enplanements) has 
increased by 32%, bring the industry closer to being 
in balance 

  Fewer seats leads to increased pricing power 
  Fewer seats has led to increased airline pricing power 

  First time since 1990, prices have increased by ~20% 
over the last 5 years 

  Managing for profit, not just market share 
  After consolidation, bankruptcy and capacity 

rationalization, new airline managements are looking 
to increase profitability rather than chase market share 
as they have done historically  

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

Airlines Capacity Change
United Cont'l -22.17%

American -15.13%
Delta -11.36%

US Airways -8.20%
Southwest -3.03%

Alaska 4.33%
JetBlue 19.79%
Spirit 107.14%

"Today we are announcing plans to 
signi!cantly improve our efficiency, 
pro!tability and capital structure, making 
United a stronger, more investable business,”   

- John Rainey, EVP, CFO, United Continental 
Source:	  Airlines.org	  

Increased	  pricing	  power	  has	  led	  to	  
increased	  /cket	  prices	  
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Yet Valuations Lag Structural Changes 
  Even after 2013’s appreciation, domestic airlines this year continue to trade at only 

0.47x Price/Sales, below the 1x sales valuation that prevailed before 9/11   

 

  Current forward P/E of 11.1x is up from a 5 year low of 8.8x, but still trades at a 
27% discount to the market 

Source:	  Bloomberg	  
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United Continental Airlines (UAL) 
  Largest international carrier in the 

US with the largest market share to 
fast  growing China 
  According to International Trade Admin,  

US will see 259% increase in number of 
visitors from China by 2017 

  Highly levered to business travel 
  Business travel is the most profitable 

segment 

  UAL has one of the best integrated route 
systems for international travel from both 
coasts 

  Global Business Travel Administration 
forecasts US corp travel spend to grow 7.2% 
in ’14 (from 2.9% in ‘13), and int’l spend 
to increase 12.4% (from 1.5% in 2013) 

Based	  on	  nonstop	  seats	  1	  way;	  YOY	  change.	  Source:	  DIIO	  MO	  and	  BRG	  
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United Continental Airlines (UAL) 

  Margin expansion to kick in from merger 
synergies and reduced cost structure 
  Currently has one of the lowest operating margins 

in the industry (~4%) 
  Newer planes, fuel savings, smoothing out capital 

expenditures, improved systems, lightweight slim 
line seats reduce weight 

  Earnings are most sensitive among carriers to 
decreasing fuel costs: 10% reduction in fuel price 
translates to a 60% increase in earnings 

  Capacity reductions increase revenues 
  American Airlines is cutting capacity in May ‘14 

on major routes: NY to SFO, NY to  LA  
  Leads to increase in operating revenue for UAL 

($300mm) 

  New management with a clear plan  
  To expand margins, de-levering the balance sheet, 

and returning capital to shareholders 

"These	  past	  few	  years,	  in	  many	  ways,	  have	  felt	  like	  
we've	  been	  managing	  a	  merger	  and	  not	  an	  
airline...and	  now	  we	  get	  to	  manage	  an	  airline,"	  
United	  Chief	  Execu/ve	  Jeff	  Smisek	  said.	  
 

West	  Texas	  Intermediate	  (WTI)	  Crude	  Price	  
Forward	  Curve	  tells	  us	  that	  oil	  prices	  are	  
expected	  to	  decrease	  going	  forward	  -‐	  which	  
benefits	  UAL	  more	  than	  any	  other	  carrier	  


